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Coming Tlml1sday
In Sports:
Recap of tonight's
men's and women's
basketball action.
The men face
Wyoming in Laramie
and the women take on
Eastern Washington in
Cheney.
Arbiter Archives
10 years ago ...
Senate lends hand in
pinning ceremony
After an h_our-Iong
debate, the ASBSU
senate passed a bill
allocating $1,000 to the
Nursing Department for
cookies.
The senate passed
senate bill #17 by a
vote of 10 to 5 to cover
half of the $2,000
Marriott is charging for
cookies and punch at a
department pinning
ceremony, which is
expected to have about
1,000 people in atten-
dance. The department
will foot the other
$1,000 through fund-
raisers.
5 years ago '"
Senator fights
sanctioning of
alcohol on campus
Joseph Pearson,
college senator of
Social Sciences and
Public Affairs for
ASBSU, is heading a
petition to block any
move allowing alcoholic
beverages to be sold
on the Boise State
campus.
Pearson started the
movement after attend-
ing a meeting where
'the topic was bringing
alcohol to campus for
"non-campus entities"
in the Student Union
Building and Pavilion.
These SC!lCOI arenas
find that thev have to
compete with new kids
on the block such as
the Bank of America
Centre, the Union
Block and the Idaho
Center. Hawking alco-
hol at BSU would boast
another campus selling
point and raise rev-
enue.
1 year ago .. ,
Attorneys counsel
students
Legal troubles can
cause major stress and
hassle for students who
are stumped by
legalese and proce-
dures.
ASBSU retains the
services of Schroeder
& Lezamiz, a local law'
firm, to supply students
with legal advice.
"It is a service that
students are paying for,
it is not for faculty or
anyone else," said
Margaret Lezamiz, a
partner in the firm. .
The three attorneys
. provide service in a
wide range of areas,
but the majority of con-
. sultations cover similar
areas: creditor's rights,
bankruptcy and domes-
tic law, including
divorce and post-
divorce issues.
41o
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Ritter:
I'm here to
stop a war
By Casey Wyatt
The Arbiter -----
Vol. 1-, Issue.i.n 'First Copy Free
Foreign policy opinions discussed
Dinesh D'Souza addresses an audience Thursday
in the Special Events Center.
Scott Ritter was taking
time out before his
speech for the Student
Programs Board to sit
down for an interview
with The Arbiter when
Saud Alotaivi
approached him.
"Scott, Scott, it is so
good to finally meet you.
CanI have a picture with
you?"
Alotaivi was ecstatic.
His curly, dark hair stuck
out underneath his black
beanie and shook a liltle
as he nervously shuffled
his feet while he spoke.
His grammar was correct
but his accent was heavy.
"I want to thank you,"
he said, "for everything
you are doing. It means
so much to me and my
family."
Alotaivi's mother is
an Iraqi refugee, he said,
and Scott Ritter's speak-
ing out against a possible
war in Iraq is no small
thing.
Ritter posed with
Alotaivi for a picture,
and then nodded his
head as the student con-
tinued to thank him
numerous times before
heading up to the Jordan
Ballroom to wait for
Ritter's presentation.
Ritter has come under
fire for his relationship to
at least one Iraqi-
American. The Wall
Street JOl/1'IIai reported
that he has been under
investigation by the FBI
for accepting $400,000
from Shakir Alkafajii, a
U'S, citizen who emigrat-
ed from Iraq in 1976.
The money, along
D'Souza
challenges
American
criticism
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arbiter -----
Dinesh D'Souza, a for-
mer senior White House
policy analyst, spoke
Thursday at the Special
Events Center, address-
ing the rising anti-
American sentiments
internationally.
D'Souza, a naturalized
American citizen origi-
nally from India, has
written many books,
including the favorably
reviewed "What's so
Great About America in
2002." He has also been
published in Tire Wall
Street JOI/,."III, Tire New
York Times, Tire
Waslrillgtoll Post and
Forbes magazine.
His speech, entitled
"Fresh Air in the Smog of
Campus Political
Correctness," received
two standing ovations.
D'souza said the debate
on terrorism says vol-
umes about America's
situation in the world.
"There is a fascination
with America and all it
represents, but there are
many who also hate
America," he said.
D'Souza spoke for an
hour about what he sees
as the four schools of crit-
icism against America.
First, he said that the
"French critique" states
that. the spread of
American culture is anni-
hilating local cultures all
over the world.
The second school, the
"Asian critique," says
that America creates
prosperity but does not
know how to create
social decency.
Then he spoke on the
"Islamic critique,"a
school of thought that
states that it is impossible
to selectively import any
part of American culture
without getting the
whole.
Finally, he spoke of
what he referred to as the
"left wing critique of
American foreign poli-
cy." He described this cri-
tique as "we love what
America is, but hate what
America does."
These last two cri-
tiques were used
throughout the remain-
der of his speech and
pursued during the ensu-
ing question and answer
period.
"Part of the animus
against America in the
eyes of the rest of the
world is the animus
against the west, against
Euro-ccntrism," said
D'Souza.
"We live in a world in
which, unfortunately,'
should Africa sink into
the sea, the Dow Jones
would be relatively unaf-
fected."
The debate against for-
eign policy, he said,
raged against the idea
that Americans were
using technology and
money to colonize less
advanced countries.
He said that being
raised in India, a country
that was colonized nine
times before American
technology invaded, he
didn't -mind colonialism
of the American sort at
all.
"Colonialism is not a
See D'Souza page 3 ...
Iowa State to play Broncos in H-Bowl VI
Scott Ritter has served as "alpha dog" on over 50
U.N. weapons inspection missions in Iraq.
with another $58,000
from his own pocket,
was used to make a doc-
umentary on Iraq called.
"In Shifting Sands". He
couldn't get the money
anywhere else, he said,
so he checked with the
FBI concerning Alkafajii.
The FBI told him the
money was clean.
After the lecture
Wednesday night, Ritter
opened the floor for peo-
ple "to hold him
accountable" for what he
said in his presentation.
The first inquiry came
from a mail holding the
[ournal article.
"I made a movie,"
Ritter said, " and it's a
damn good one. It's get-
ting a lot of notice
around the United
States. I believe in what I
believe in. No one can
buy me off"
"I am speaking out
against a foreign policy
that I think is wrong.
You can disagree with
me, but please, don't dis-
respect me by accusing
me of taking money from
the Iraqi government,"
he said.
Ritter's refutation
drew loud applause.
Though Ritter has
come under investiga-
tion by the FBI, no one
doubts his unique per-
spective as a chief
weapons inspector in
post-Desert Storm Iraq.
He has spent years on
the front lines of U.S. for-
eign policy in Iraq, act-
ing, as he termed it, the
"alpha dog" of over 50
See Ritter page 3 ...
concern for the financial
sustainability of any
future student radio for-
Students and admin- mat. Paluzzi suggested
istrators met with KBSU student radio air all day
managers Wednesday to Sunday rather than six
discuss possible solu- nights a week to draw a
tions for student radio at larger audience.
Boise State. The commit- However, the com-
tee generated several mit tee did not agree that
options, but no decisions a bigger block of time
were made or discussed. would automatically
Students and profes- draw new listeners .
SOl'S of Boise State's Paluzzi also brought
Communication depart- up the pending change
ment called' for from analog to digital
increased educational radio, which would
and financial support for mean clearer sound.
student radio. Student Paluzzi said KBSU will
fees historically intend- go digital in the next six
ed to help fund student months if he can "charm
radio are currently fun- the Feds into a quarter of
neled through KBSU. a million," which could
Student radio wants increase student radio's
access to one of KBSU's opportunity to be heard
FM signals as part of a by a larger audience.
program to improve the John Franden, execu-
educational value of tive assistant to the pres-
radio production at BSU. . ident, expressed two
Communication pro- main concerns on behalf
fessor Bob Rudd advo- of the university.
cated a separate student Franden said the radio
T U ES D AY Photo courtesy KRT. radio station. . station has a duty to air"Are we talking ulti- programming that is
Iowa State quarterback Seneca Wallace reaches for. the football during at 49-3 loss against Oklahoma. mate goals here? Then 1 beneficial for the com-
~ 44°/2T would like to see a stu- munity, and said. he
of.' ,,'"'' Late Sunday, The Associated Press reported ISU has dropped five of it's last six games dent-run and operated wants stability and con-
Rain/Snow that Iowa State and Boise State will face off in including a 37-20 loss at home to Connecticut, radio station," Rudd tinuity in progr~g. !
the Crucial.corn Humanitarian Bowl on pee. a new addition to Division I-A football. said. . "Students are always I
WED N ESDAY 31, at Bronco Stadium. Iowa State is 'led by quarterback Seneca "I have a desire for coming and going, and ji
The Iowa State Cyclones finished their regu- Wallace who earlier this year was considered a student, radio programs levels of student
.... 48°/28° lar season at 7-6. The Cyclones were ranked 9th Heisman candidate after leading the Cyclones to be heard by the larger involvement go up and
iSI*'~ it by - the AP media poll on to victories over No.3 Iowa, Nebraska and community," down-Maybe a fo~d. '\
Few. Snow Showers Oct. 13. . Texas Tech. ge~~~ ~a;;:::;~,?~~See Radio pagd.;.;, . . _\
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Group meets to decide
student radio future
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter -----
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Campus Shorts
World
Harry Potter author sues
Russian writer for 'parody'
MOSCOW JX
Rowling, the British creator
of the $1.5 billion Harry
Potter juggernaut, was
struck enough by the not-so-
coincidental similarity
between Tanya Grotter - an
ll-year-old orphan who
wields magical powers, casts
seells to vanquish the chief
VIllain, attends a school for
young witches and wears
, glasses - and Harry that she
is threatening to sue Russian
creator Drnitry Yernets 4f he
does not make his 413-page
"Tanya Grotterand Her
Magical Double-Bass" disap-
pear.
_ But Yernets, 28, is not
about to back down.
"It's a Russian reply to
Harry Potter," Yemets said
of Tanya, contending that he
is 'parodying Harry Potter
and not merely cashing in
the popularity of Rowling's
beloved, bespectacled hero.
Attempts to hitch a ride
on Rowling's rocket to fame
and wealth are starting to
pile up. In China, an anony-
mous author has written
"Harry Potter and the
Leopard- Walk- Up- To-
Dragon." In the former
Soviet republic of Belarus,
the lead character in "Perri
Gatter and the Stone
Philosopher" uses mortar
fire instead of a wand against
his archenemies.
South
Serial killer threatens city
as LSU students return
BATON ROUGE, La. -
As students moved on with
their lives this semester,' the
Baton Rouge Homicide Task
Force worked diligently fol-
lowing up more than 7,800
leads on the serial killer
investigation.
In Seet. 2001, police found
Gina Wilson Green, 41, mur-
dered in her Stanford
Avenue horne.
Police were still investi-
gating Green's murder May
31,' 2002, when they found
Charlotte Murray Pace, 22,
murdered in her Sharlo
home. Two months later, on
July 16, 2002, police found
the body of Pam Kinamore in
a secluded area of the
Whiskey Bay exit off
Interstate 10.
The Task Force linked the
three homicides to one serial
killer in August through
DNA found at each crime
scene.
After the Kinamore homi-
cide, witnesses described a
truck believed to hold
Kinamore and the alleged
killer.
Police described the vehi-
cle as a white, single cab, late
'80s model General Motors
pickup truck.
Though the' witnesses'
descriptions contained some
discrepancies, the Task Force
said they are only searching
for one white truck. '
Entry-level jobs rise
for college graduates
GAINESVILLE, Fla.
The rate of rlanned entry-
level hiring 0 college gradu-
ates for 2003 is slightly up
from last year's 20-year low,
according to
Collgeflrad.com's annual
Top Entry Level Employers
survey.
While most large compa-
nies are hiring the same
number or less of entry-level
employees, many small and
medium employers are hir-
ing more. This accounts for a
net increase of four percent
in hiring, according to a
CollegeGrad.com press
release.
Most major employers are
continuing caution in hiring
because of the poor econo-
my, but those that are
expanding are using entry-
level hiring to fuel growth,
according to the press
DETROIT, MI-An unidentified woman makes her way across a steamy
Woodward Avenue in Detroit, Michigan, on the coldest day Detroit has experi-
enced so far this winter.
SOUTH BEND, Ind. .: In
a recent e-mail to the entire
student body, the Honor
Code Committee addressed '"{VT.
several points of concern sur- We st
rounding the University uf. ....;..;....;....;....;...------
Notre Dame's use of Police say mayor stole
Turnitin.com, an online pla- UC-Berkeley newspapers
giarism-detection company.
Turnitin.com enables pro- BERKELEY, Calif.
fessors and faculty members Berkeley, Calif., Mayor Tom
to submit a student's paper Bates has admitted responsi-
and to receive a set of bility for stealing and trash-
"Originality Reports" within ( ing about 1,000 copies of The
24 hours, revealing if any'" Daily Californian that car-
Internet documents or ried the student newspaper's
resources are used in the stu- endorsement of his oppo-
dent's work. nent, police said Thursday.
The most contested aspect Bates, who earlier denied
release.
The industries with the
strongest hiring demand
include defense, healthcare
and government services,
and the demand for consult-
ing services, which was
down drastically from 2000
to 2002, showed the largest
year-to-year increase in hir-
ing expectations for 2003.
Midwest
Turnitin.com detects
student plagiarism
of Turnitin.com, however, is -
the direct submission of stu-
dents' work without any
prior indication of plagia-
rism.
, As it currently stands,
only about five professors
are submitting all students'
papers to Turnitin.com.
"With regard to
Turnitin.corn, the Honor
Code Committee feels that
automatic submission of
papers without prior suspi-
cion of plagiarism expresses
a degree of distrust that is at
odds with the eery spirit of
the Honor Code," said
Thomas Flint, faculty Honor
Code officer.
stealing the newspapers,
released a statement
Thursday ap~logizing for his
involvement m the theft. i
"There is no question that
tossing newspapers is
absolutely inappropriate and
unacceptable,' Bates stated.
"1 apologize on behalf of
myself and my supporters
for our involvement in this
activity."
Police say' Bates stole the
Nov. 4 issue containing the
Daily Cal's endorsement of
then-Mayor Shirley Dean.
Most of the newspapers were
recovered from trash cans on
Sproul Plaza.
Several students told
police they saw Bates trash
the papers. When asked by a
Daily Cal reporter Nov. 4 if
he. st,?le ~,he papers, Bales
Said, No.
UC police concluded its
investigation last week and
recommended to the
Alameda County District
Attorney that Bates be
charged with petty theft. No
other suspects have been
named.
ASBSU receives record
"nominations
A record number of
Boise State" faculty' mem-
bers will be honored at the
ASBSU , "Faculty',
Recognition reception at 6
p.m. Dec. 9,in tne Student
Union Jordan Ballroom.
The reception isfree and
open to the public..
ASBSU usually receives
about six to eight nomina-
tions each, year. But this
year students nominated
53, faculty members for
outstanding contributions
to the university or com-
munity.
This is the 17th year
ASBSU has sponsored the
awards:
An "Outstanding
Faculty Member" for each
of Boise State's eight col-
leges will be announced at
the reception.
Some graduates: Two degrees are better than one
Photo by A:Enrique ValenbnjSouth Florida Sun-Sonbnol
Amos Legrand will graduate in December from the University of Miami with bachelors
degrees Inpolitical science and geography.
-~~
ASBSU
Student
Government
The 17thAnnual Faculty Recognition Reception
Monday, December 9, 2002 at 6:00 pm
Jordan Ballroom, Student Union.
/ . .
The following individuals were nominated by students to be a part of the
2002 Faculty Recognition Reception and award ceremony.
"Outstanding Faculty Member" will be announced for each college that night.
Les AIm _ BillyHudson Marty Most
Hollie Baltazar Virginia Husting , David Mueller
Robert Barr Frank IlIett Joan Neilson
Marcia Belcheir ' Phil Kelley William'Overton
Michael Bixby Cliff LeMaster Ben Parker
PattElison-Bowers EricLandrum Heidi Reeder
William Brubaker Nere Lete Shikkar Sarin
William Cannan Peter Lichtenstein Robert Sisco
Loren Carter MohanLimaye James F. Smith
Russell Centanni Todd Lochner Stephanie Tomlinson
Dave Christensen . James bong Laurel Traynowitz
Linda Emery, Judy Lonsdale ' G~g-Ryung Vb
Wayne Fisher Jason MacDonald ,:'.Jami~Wada·
LyrrianGallup jim Maguire "Ste~~nWallace
Chuck Guilford Carol Martin Spencer wooer
Heather Hanlon Bradley Maxfield Richard Young
'Richard Hart TeddMcDonald Barbara zubik-Kowal
Lisa Heer Nick Miller
'" Leona Howell Gary Moncrief
Free anciopenJo ,the puQUcJ,"'-.>i,"Hi··Y""
'- .' +.... • .,' . .-:' . ', .. '" , .r: .L,,': ,,''-;/'.:'... ;;-r:"-., 1;',_.":,.-,.,.. '~;.\ >,.
ing 18 credits, with all her courses in those areas, or
classes packed into two days. begin their majors earlier." '
"My day starts at 4 in fhe Among FSU's fall
FORT LAUDERDALE, mormng and I don't get enrollees are 2,830 students
Fla. - Amos Legrand Jr. is a home till, midnight," she with Advanced .Placement
man of ambition. In said. On scholarship, she's scores, up 22 percent from
December, just 3 years after managed so far to maintain a last year, and 154 students
entering the University of , 3.7 grade point average. with International
Miami.Tie will snare a dou- No one is tracking the Baccalaureate diplomas, a 15
ble trophy, a bachelor's trend nationally, but adrnis- percent mcrease.
degree in political science sions officers note the Some students use the
and a bachelor's in geogra- upswing. added credits to fast-forward
ph;;. Albert Matheny, at the through college, graduating
'I think an extra degree University of Florida in in three years. Others, said
gives you a broader educa- Gainesville, said, "It's Barnhill, decide, "1can spend
tion and makes you more becoming fashionable. It's the normal four years in col-
marketable," said Legrand, like accessorizing your col- lege and get an extra
21, who hopes to get a job lege experience." degree.""
with the federal government Of the 11,000 students in That's the case with
or in education. the College of Arts and Barnhill's daughter, Jennifer,
Legrand has made the Sciences, about 7 percent (or who entered rSU with 39
most of his limited time at 750) are on the dual degree credits. Her plan was to
the university, packing 18 track, said Matheny, director major in multinational busi-
hours into each of his last of the college's advisory cen- ness and minor in Spanish.
three semesters and tacking ter. "1 talked to a teacher at
on summer classes, as well, That's "probably a 100 FSU who said why don't you
But in a competitive job mar- percent increase in just four major in Spanish as well, so I
ket, he expects the effort to years," he said. decided I d do both," said
payoff. "Part of the reason is that Jennifer, who is one hour
"1 think it shows you're the quality of the freshman short of being a junior.
able lo handle more wurk class at (he University uf She's now considering
than you have to, and that Florida is getting really, real- seeking yet a third bache-
y'ou can take on a lot of ly high. We have smart kids lor'~, 111 management infor-
things at once and be sue- who want to break out of the mation systems.
cessful at them," he said. box. I had a student the other Two years ago, UM had
Legrand reflects a grow- day doing a tri'ple major and 1,131 students declaring
ing trend in higher educa- It made sense.' double majors. Last year the
tion, of students opting not Helping to fuel the trend figure' was 1,239. That's out
just for a single degree, or a are the Advanced Placement, of an undergraduate popula-
major and a minor, but two International Baccalaureate tion of 9,41K '
degrees, sometimes in seem- and dual-erirollment _pro- Levitt, a former Tampa
ingly unrelated disciplines: grams offered' in nigh policewoman; concedes tliat
, "Sue Levitt, a 38-year-old schools. A high school stu- without" the support of her
single mother of four and a dent taking advantage of mother, her oldest daughter.
junior at Nova Southeastern these programs can enter col- and her ex-husband, she
University in Davie, Fla., is lege with 30 hours ,of class could not possibly pursue
pursuing a dual major in time ,completed, the equiva- her dream.
,biology and pre-law. "It lznt of one year. , ' "It's a lot of hard work.
gives me an option to go to ':That lQves you flexibili- I'm studying all the time,"
medical school or law tv," said John Barnhill, of ,she said.
school," ,she said,:: 10bking.Florida,state University in ". '::r.hose _two day~ I'm on
farther down the road. ',',' , "Tallahassee.' , campus, I go to five ,classes.
Levitt . lives in,' "Instead of taking fresh- ' Inbetween classes, Igq to,the
Okeechobee, Fla., and com- man En.81ish or freshman library." ,'.
,mutes two hours each way to math, lliese students can
theDavie campus. She's tak- jump into more advanced
By Margo Harakas
Soutil Florida Sun-Sentinel
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Ritter from page 1
inspection mISSIOns. -His
leadership in the U.N Special
Commission hils been
praised by Rolf Ekeus, execu-
tive director of UNSCOM,
and Richard Butler, Ekeus's
successor. UNSCOM was
created in 1991 in order to
disarm Iraq.
Though he didn't mention
it Wednesday, Ritter once
described his leadership phi.
losophy - which he related to
the inspections' teams under
his command - in an inter-
view with PBS.
"They're going to bring
out guns, they're going to
yell, they're going to posture.
D'Souza s-» page 1
new idea. Abolition is, and
that was uniquely western,"
he said.
D'souza said what is simul-
taneously attractive to mil-
lions and repulsive to some is
the idea that, in America, we
can create our own destinies.
He added that in America,
even the average guy can have
a pretty good life, but money
does not buy superiority here.
"Having money does not
make you an aristocrat in
America as it does in many
other parts of the world.
If Bill Gates walked up to
you on the street and told you
to get down on your knees
and kiss his feet, would. you?"
The audience responded to
this question with a laugh.
It Isn't going to work with
this team, because there's
only one alpha dog in this
country, and that's me," he
said.
"When the situation goes
to lell in a hand-basket, I
don' want you running
arour id with fear in your
eyes. Don't worry about any-
thing else, because I'm in
charge. And we were the
most effective teams that
operated in Iraq."
Ritter's 1998 resignation
sent waves throughout the
international community,
along with charges that the
U.N. Security Counsel and
News
the United States - under the
Clinton administration -
weren't interested in enforc-
ing disarmament.
During his speech at Boise
State, Ritter laid out a case
against regime change,
emphasizing his objections to
risking American lives in
what he called an "unconsti-
tutional" and "unlawful"
invasion of Iraq.
"What are we talking
about?' We're talking about
the rule of law. We exist as a
community, a national com-
munity because of a frame-
work of international law,"
he said.
"Once we deviate, mice
we reject the concept of inter-
national law, we cease being
a civilized society."
At one point in his talk,
Ritter asked who in the audi-
ence would be willing to join
the armed forces and partici-
pate in a war in Iraq, or send
a son or daughter to the
Middle East. None of the
over 700 attendees raised
their hands in the silence.
This Saturday, the United
Nations expects copies of
Iraq's arms declaration to
arrive in New York, where
the U.N. Monitoring,
Verification and Inspection
1
J
i
!
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Radio from page 1
He finished his speech with
a discussion on why America
is such a controversial coun-
try.
"American foreign policy is
driven by the theory of the
lesser evil. In WWII, we sided
with Stalin, an oppressive dic-
tator, to help rid the world of
Hitler, an even more danger-
ous dictator."
"It is not unpatriotic to crit-
icize America. In fact, it is
more dangerous not to. But
those criticisms should not be
based in ignorance," said
D'Souza:
"Patriotism is loving your
country because it is good. At
the end of the day, on the bal-
ance, all things considered, we
can love our country not only
because it is ours, but because
it is good."
College Republican. Vice
President China Veldhouse
said she felt D'Souza's presen-
tation went very well.
"There wasn't as much con-
troversy as there might have
been, even though people did
try to ask the tough ques-
tions," she said.
"I think D'Souza did
remarkably well in fielding
the questions and responding
in a reasonable manner."
When asked about the con-
troversy surrounding the
College Republicans and the
Scott Ritter presentation by
the SPB,Veldhouse said that it
came down to inexperience.
"We made some mistakes,
we didn't get on the calendar,
but the Ritter planners knew
that [D'Souza] was going to be
on Wednesday night long
before the speech was
announced publicly. Ritter
was originally supposed to be
on a different night, Friday or
Monday, but it was changed
to Wednesday."
She said that the assertion
that the College Republicans
received outside funding for
D'Souza (whose speech cost
the College Republicans
$8,000)was false.
"We put a lot of time and
energy into fund raising, and
I'm proud of the job we did,"
Veldhouse said.
cur-
riculum devoted to mass
communication within the
Communication department
would help," Franden said.
Rudd said a medium for
student and community
voices would, benefit the
community, even if the com-
munity does not support all
of the perspectives voiced.
He also said it would be
appropriate for the universi-
ty to support the student
radio cause.
"This shouldn't be a strug-
gle with financial sustain-
ability. It is the role of the
university to provide a
forum for diversity of voices,
though they may be unpopu-
lar and the community may
not support them," Rudd
said.
Travis Owens, president
of student radio broadcast-
ing club, wants to keep the
current student radio format
as well as gain access to one
of the better signals.
"It's been made clear to us
that we won't get our 12
hours on FM. We just want
the opportunity to broadcast
on FM frequency for a couple
of hours a week. We want to
be able to put our best stuff
out there," Owens said.
"The way it is right now,
as far as education goes, we
don't have that much oppor-
tunity to grow because we
don't have that much
access.'
Amy Zuaoeveste, KBSU
operations manager, said
student access to FM is limit-
ed because students regular-
ly fail to submit program-
ming on time.
"Greater access would
mean students have to tum
in programming consistently
on time and abide by FCC
regulations, and program-
ming should be beneficial for
the community," Zuaoeveste
said.
Peg Blake, vice president
of student affairs, chaired the
meeting and said she 'hopes
to find a solution for student
radio soon.
"We're trying to make
sure we don't follow down
the same path we've always
gone before," Blake said.
Paluzzi said he's happy to
be on this committee and
looks forward to resolving
the issue.
Paluzzi agreed, "this time-
it's not the same old, same
old."
A subcommittee of stu-
dents and KBSU staff will
meet soon to discuss plans
for student radio.
The full committee will
meet again after the subcom-
mittee meeting,
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Commission will review
them." UNMOVIC replaced
UNSCOM with U.N.
employees in 1999. The reor-
ganization followed allega-
tions that Ritter and other
members of the UNSCOM
team had cooperated with
Israeli intelligence to provide
information on Iraq's
weapons of mass destruction.
Ritter has acknowledged
that cooperation, and has
said that he had permission
from the u.s. to do so in
order to overcome Iraq's
resistance to inspection, He
has speculated that
UNSCOM stepped on CIA
turf, which could have been a
factor, among others, for the
reorganization. Whatever the
causes and consequences of
the reorganization, Ritter
says that the new generation
of inspectors under Hans Blix
don't need such a high level
of intelligence because of the
war drums beating in the
u.s.
"They don't need to do all
that. They can go anywhere
they want now:' he said.
i. I
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I've been reading about
the Homeland Security
Department within the White
House cabinet. I know it's
been floating in the news for
almost a year now, but I
haven't paid much attention
to what the Homeland
Security Department discus-
sion was about.I assumed it
was more of the safety versus
liberty issue that circulated
around Ashcroft shortly after
Sept. II.
I figured the legislation
that passed last year allow-
ing law enforcement agen-
cies to bypass warrants to tap
phones - among other things
- in the name of terrorist-
hunting, was the first nibble
at our civil rights that would
grow into bigger arid bigger
bites. '.Homeland Security
sounded like one of those
bites.
When I heard it was strug-
gling in Congress, I was
relieved. Then, I heard Bush
signed it into law this Nov.
25. I thought I'd better look at
it closer. After all, it's hard to
rail efff':~;""l~'-"bahc:~ some-
thing if I don't know the
specifics.
It isn't quite .the monster I
envisioned. In fact, it looks to
be a masterful political stroke
on Bush's part to clean up 2Z
cabinet/ agencies while
building up our emergency
services, response and resis-
tance to terrorism.
While in POLS 101,
American Government, I
learned how easy it was for
agencies to be developed, but
how difficult it is to slough
them off when they have out-
grown their usefulness.
Especially interesting to
me had been the information
that the president cannot fire
cabinet heads without some
justifiable cause. So every
president is stuck with cabi-
net heads placed there by
predecessors and firmly
ensconced until the end of
their terms.
It doesn't seem like it
would invite collaborative
leadership when the sup-
port-team members support
Vie oints
another regime.
According' to. Jesse
Holland in the Nov. 20 issue
of The Miami Herald, the
newly created Homeland
Security Department is the
biggest reorganization in our
government since 1947.
The president's plan sets
up funding for the first emer-
gency groups to respond to
the results of .a terrorist
attack. That seems like a
good idea to rne, considering
the rush last year for
Congress to approve funds
for the aftermath and
cleanup of the crash sites.
The biggest chunk of the
budget is proposed to cover
the "first responders."
The other areas of the
Homeland Security
Department will deal with
research, development and
treatment of bio-terrorism;
intelligence gathering; and
development of a Citizen
Corps at the community
level.
I like the reorganization
part of the plan.
A whole new Cabinet
department has been created
that will employ 170,000 peo-
ple. Employees to fill those
positions will be drawn from
22 federal agencies.
All this basic information
seems dull on the surface,
ASBSU'elections were a joke
Guest---
Opinion
By Brooke Baldwin
Student --------
I spent the last two years
working in ASBSU. I ran in
two elections, and loved it.
ASBSU was one of the
most rewarding experiences
of my life. However, I am
extremely disheartened to
see what has happened ,to
ASBSU "elections." They
have turned into a joke, and
one that I would have even
refused to have my name
associated with.
They have turned into a
joke, which not only allows,
but also encourages legal
cheating. They have become
a waste of time.
Rather than pounding the
pavement and driving
everyone else crazy for two
days with campaign
promises and the promise of
candy, would-be senators
(at least the wealthy ones)
are renting out marketing
booths, bringing daddy's
laptop to school and just
telling people who walk by
to vote for them.
All issues of ethics are out
the window.
What's next, a keg with a
laptop at the door requiring
you to vote for the candi-
date to get your free cup?
Oh wait, that already hap-
pened too. It's a sad world
when people are willing to
throw their ethics away to
win at any costs.
Last presidential election,
we were concerned that the
hotly contested seat would
turn into a battle of who had
the fastest modem.
Fortunately, this was not the
case. All the candidates
were too ethical to do that.
''Whats next,
a keg with
a laptop at
the door
. .
requiring
you to vote
for the can-
didate to
get your
free cup?"
Instead, the candidates
were out in the rain and the
sun trying to actually reach
the students - what a novel
and strange idea.
However, it was the sim-
ple senator-at-large candi-
dates who have destroyed
the good name that my col-
leagues and I have worked
long and hard to continue
for ASBSU.
Don't get me wrong; I
have serious issues about
things that went on when I
was in office and things that
are going on now. But I am
disgusted with this year's
elections.
I hear there are no more
election polling places,
which means that ASBSU
has not only made it easier
for the rich and the Dower-
ful to retain said power, but
now they have betrayed the
one group that ASBSU has
ALWAYS been committed
to helping: student organi-
zations.
Historically, paying stu-
dent clubs to man the elec-
tion booths was one of the
best ways for, student orga-
nizations to get involved on
campus, get their names
out, make some money so
they can continue to bring
great events to campus, and
help them match their all-
important matching funds.
I find it sad that ASBSU
has become so focused on
making their own lives bet-
ter, and have forgotten
about the 17,000 other stu-
dents who they represent,
and whose money they
spend.
I hope ASBSU gets their
priorities straight soon, oth-
erwise it is going to become
a pizza-party-throwing joke
like every other student
government across the
country, and Boise State will
no longer be able to pride
itself on its ability to actual-
ly work to make a
difference.
another attempt. It also pro-
vides a chance to streamline
ponderous departments
while girding our defenses.
I bet government employ-
ees who thought they had it
made are sweating, remem-
bering their late starts every
morning, 2-hour lunches and
half-hour head starts on 5
0'clock traffic.
They are belatedly think-
ing of how long it took them
to do their reports / projects
and how if they'd worked
more on them and been less
on the phone - long distance
to their family and friends on
the taxpayers' dime - they
could have done twice the
work in half the time, and
actually earned the paycheck
they received.
Even if all the employees
are drawn from the existing
agencies, they won't cover
the personnel needs of the
Homeland Security
Department. More jobs will
be created.
I realize all this streamlin-
ing is going to cost the tax-
payers big bucks in the new
sections being developed
and in the scope of the new
department. I hope the end
product is worth the cost. I
know some of the depart-
ments as they are, are not.
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Other agencies that will be
transferred include but are
not limited to the Coast
Guard, the Secret Service, the
portions of the USDA's func-
tions that deal with
import/ export inspection of
agricultural products,
Department of Science and
Technology in areas that spe-
cialize in biotechnology and
nuclear-related areas.
Overall the focus of the
entire department is any area
that will affect our ability to
resist and / or respond and
recover in the event of any
terrorist attack.
Karen Tumulty in the Dec.
2, 2002 issue of Time asks the
question "Could such a
department have prevented
9/11?" She answers her own
question with "Probably
not."
There are some things that
won't be prevented unless
we are willing to lock our-
selves in bomb shelters far
below the earth and deny the
politics that shape our world;
like the parents of Brendan
Frasier's character in "Blast
From the Past."
I think the point of the
new Homeland Security
Department is to set our-
selves up so 'we won't be
caught unprepared and
oblivious in the event of
. Letters
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Spackman needs to grow
up, join human race
To Mr. Spackman: I do
what I do because :it is
within my rights as an
American citizen to do so.
Further, I am not calling
on anyone to be sensitive
to my feelings.
I know that no matter
what one tells some peo-
ple (no matter how much
proof that person has) they
will continue to believe
what they have always
believed.e-- unless thev are
open:.ffiirided enough to
attempt to understand the
new" and different posi-
tion. Not only does this
apply to certain religious
denominations but it also
applies to some ,gay
activists as well.
Further, I know that Let's do away with nation-
reading certain language al drinking age
is uncomfortable to certain
people. I am of the .idea, Now that President
however, that we should Bush's daughters are 21
be grown up about it. . years old and. he can't be
Just do as I do when an accused of having a conflict
individual tries to tell me of interest, let's have a push
what I should feel; don't for no age limits on drink-
even payattentioll to them ing, ,
(unless they have valid, Liberals are always say-
logical arguments).. ing that we ought to do
.Finally, I feel that the what Europe does, so this is
best way to challengecer- a perfect opportunity for
tain •ideas and long held them to put up or shut up.
beliefs is to create a con- I.had. a glass of beer in a
versation on topics that McDonalds this spring on
are the antithesis of. what the Champs Elysses in
the conservative ideal is. Paris. My 14-year-old son
On top o! all that, ~o~- could have had one too,if
ever, I believe that It IS he had wanted.
high time for certain indi- It is time that children
..cvoi~Uma~m'~~.~h:oo~r~!.~~~ L~~:'d ~~~••~~.~,;e:~o~~ .
,- .a ....... -...a. ..]i,.u ...."'...,t"" u ...l_.. ""AJ - .-,·,· ... L....) - .... _& .......... "' .. ~~ .... -;
they have sown. the drunken savages who
destroyed property and. set
James l,{. Rodriguez "fires in Ohio a couple of
Student weeks ago.
Jack Crawford
Aspen Hill, Md.
Homeland security benefits all Americans
but I see a perfect opportuni-
ty to separate the chaff from
the wheat. Bush gets to name
all the leaders of the new
Cabinet in accordance with
his designated, official
duties. With the support of a
Republican Congress, he will
probably get to have a sup-
port team that really sup-
ports him.
The 22 agencies that will
be absorbed and adapted to
the new department include
several areas that are experi-
encing problems in their
effectiveness.
A good example is the
agency that has been respon-
sible for border patrol and
security.
Authorities have cited the
number of illegal aliens
flooding our borders for
years as an almost insur-
mountable problem. I have to
wonder if many of those
problems are corrupt officials
and employees.
To be fair, the terrorists
who flew planes into the
Twin Towers, the Pentagon
and Pennsylvania were here
with legitimate visas,
approved through our
Immigration Department.
But they could as easily have
slipped in through our
southern borders into
Arizona or California.
l·.·.·•··. ."""f'1\' ,l,i
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America
By Erica Crockett
The Arbiter ------
If you've read a few of my
editorials this semester, It
might be obvious that I have
a few problems with
America. Everyone knows
that in some ways the United
States is really nifty. In other
ways it really sucks. But this
describes just about any
nation on the planet.
Granted, the United States
is currently the biggest coun-
try with the biggest clout in
world politics and power.
The United States is like the
big brother that other coun-
tries look up to.
All the other countries
a love and hate relationship
hang on America's every
word; they all want to play
with the older kids. Yes sir,
we're a giant, cuddly, big
brother nation.
Yet some countries don't
appreciate the United States
for all that it is. In fact, some
countries don't agree with
the way Americans moose to
live. They don't like our
strange customs of watching
television while we eat din-
ner. They scowl at our
reliance on large vehicles to
get us a mile down the road
to Albertson's. It's evident
they're all bitter. Someone
loves us best.
But there are things that
other countries like about us.
It's not the mediocre wit
some Americans display in
editorial writing. It's not the
way we bully other nations
into complacency with our
political agendas. It's the
Coca-Cola and the Levis. It's
the products.
Once again someone with
lots of money to burn decid-
ed to take a poll. The Pew
Global Attitudes Project
found that many citizens of
many countries didn't like
the customs of the United
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States.
The trend was most strik-
ing in Muslim countries.
Even our supposed allies,
'like England and Canada,
were shaking a finger at our
insane American ideas. Yet
most of the people polled
didn't feel dirty watching
, movies made in America or
listening to our fabulous
musicians, like Mariah
Carey. No, they were fine
with accepting the things
made in the United States,
just not the selfish ideals of
our nation.
Even those who partake of
the fruits of America are dis-
criminating individuals.
There has been a recent
uprising in Palestine. Men
woo used to smoke
Marlboros have now
switched to a French brand
of cigarette known as
Gauloises. The boycott
against the American ciga-
rette manufacturer is a way
for Palestinians to demon-
strate their disapproval of
American support of Israel.
However, the Palestinians
.have not extended their boy-
cott to other American prod-
ucts. They still drink Coca-
Cola because there is a bot-
tling plant in Ramallah.
Brave Palestinian people!
America may rot their teeth,
but they'll let France destroy
their lungs.
Countries that decide to
incorporate American prod-
ucts into the lives of their cit-
izens aren't just allowing
goods to travel from the
United States to wherever.
When people watch our
blockbusters in Italy or drink
our soft drinks in China, they
are buying the American
way.
Whether or not they are
willing to admit it, an adop-
tion of American products
into their cultures is an adop-
tion of American customs
and ideals.
The United States is a
country of mass con-
sumerism. We get mane)'
and we spend it, and that s
the way things work. If I
want a new car, I covet a spe-
cific model until I have
enough cash for it, or for the
down payment, and I get it.
In two years I'll want anoth-
er. If I'm hungry I won't
grow my own food. I'll go to
McDonald's. If I'm bored I
won't make shadow puppets
on the wall. I'll go to
Disneyland.
Palestinians might make
the sugar water in their own
country, but gee, what
prompted the idea to allow a
factory into their community
for the purpose of profit for a
large corporation at the
expense of cheap labor? It
was a crisp, refreshing cola!
America has duped the
world.
They might not like the
way we handle things. They
might think our president is
belligerent and our children
are fat. But when they decide
to become consumers, they
fall neatly into our trap. Our
products are our customs, the
fools! We'll never need to
change them bv force.
We need only offer them a
. hamburger, some mouse ears
and a Hollywood movie.
qUick and inexpensive nutri-
han provided by fast food,
weight loss would have elud-
ed me, leaving me at an
increased risk for diabetes
and heart disease.
But in a society that revels
in a cult of victimology, it
should not be surprising that
trial lawyers are blaming fast
food chains for the growing
girth of the nation. We have
no one to blame but our-
.selves.
The epidemic of expand-
ing waistlines can by traced
directly to the abandonment
of personal responsibility. In
a world where no one is
responsible for his or her
actions, why should weight
be any different? ,
. Look at how we "diet."
We want weightloss in a pill
or in pre-packaged foods
designed to eliminate sacri-
fice. Dieting is chic so long as
it still includes 'low-fat cook-
ies and potato chips. No
wonder we're an increasing-
ly corpulent country. .
I speak from experience
that, eating low-fat snacks
and drinking Diet Coke does
little more than soothe the
conscience. Our instant grati-'
fication society has eschewed
the time-honored tradition of
hard work yielding tangible
results. We still want the big-
ger, better, faster, more - we
Just want it without sacrifice.
Even a diet containing
daily doses of fast food
requires sacrifice, though. I
had to avoid whole host of
verboten foods, and I had to
coax myself into an actual
exercise regiment, and it was
worth every ounce of effort T
expended .
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I lost 80 pounds eating fast food
Ji'tc',"
By Joel Mowbray
KRT Campus ------
Pilato by Gary Portery'Milwaukee Joumal Sentinel
Don Gorske takes a bite out of the 18,OOOthBig Mac he has eaten since 1972. Gorske
consumes at least one a day and some days as 'many as three, enough to give him the
Guinness Book of World Records title for Big Macs consumed.
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As we approach the food-
filled holidays, it is impor-
tant to remember that food,
fast or otherwise, is not the
enemy. If only trial lawyers
could figure that out. .
Lawsuitsblaming the fast-
food industry for making fat
people, well, fat are becom-
mg so common that CRC
Publications just launched
the "Obesity Policy
Reporter" to keep tabs on the
pending litigation. Arguing
that the tobacco theory of lia-
bility should afply to fast-
food shops, tria lawyers are
attempting to bilk burger
joints for billions.
But the finger should not
be pointed at the purveyors
of greasy goodies; the blame
must fall squarely on the
shoulders of people bringing
the "fat" lawsuits.
How do I know this?
Because I used to be fat.
Really fat. I binged on fast
food and junk food, and just
about anything I could get
my hands on. Finally, I
decided, "The fat stops
.-------------------------,. here." So, I binged on fast
food. I'll explain.
About two years ago, a
suit salesman told me that I
needed a size 50 I·acket. I
protested - mighti y. But I
was wrong, and worse, he
was right.
When the tailor was mark-
ing the suit for alterations, I
told him to cut it tight -
because I was going to start
losing weight the next day.
The 50-ish immigrant from
North Africa could sense my
dogged determination. He
looked at me with sympa-
thetic eyes, and in a think
accent chortled, "Yeah,
right."
Much to the tailor's sur-
prise, and most everyone
else's, I started losing weight.
Having ballooned on the
high-carb, low-fat diet, a dif-
ferent strategy was neces-
sary. The high-protein
Atkins diet intrigued me, but.
the cost of constantly prepar-
ing chicken and steak
seemed prohibitive. Frankly,
as a struggling entrepreneur
at the time, anything pricier
than a 20-cent package of
ramen noodles would have
put a crimp in my wallet.
What to do?'
With no time to rrepare a
home-cooked mea and no
money to buy a decent one,
fast food became my diet's
savior. Without the drive-
thru lane, my Atkins diet
would not have happened,
and I'd probably still be
wearing a size 50 jacket.
One of my two daily
meals' consisted of several
double cheeseburgers, minus
the buns of course. Because I
was too timid (and proud) to
order burgers without the
buns, I had to separate the
beef from the bun manually.
Oh, what a sight it was. But
after shedding 80 pounds in
five months, oh what a sight
IWas. .
The point of my plight is
not that everyone should
indulge in fast food. But
much-maligned fast food,
unlike tobacco, can be used
to actually benefit people.
If it hadn't been for the
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But if I had wasted my
energy suing Ronald
McDonald and his buddies, I
wouldn't have looked within
myself to find the guts to lose
my gut.
Joel Mowbray
(jdmowbra@erols.com) is a
reporter for National Review
and a contributing. editor for
National Reoicio Online.
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By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter--
been ranked num-
ber one in ESPN's
Mid Major Top 10
since Nov. 12.
The WAC
named running
back Brock Forsey
and safety Quintin
Mikell offensive
and defensive
Dan Hawkins players of the
WAhCS'ach of year, respectively.
t e lear All 10 WAC
coaches make up
the committee that chooses
the All-WAC team.
Along with Forsey and
Mikell, three other offensive'
players earned first honors.
Quarterback
Ryan Dinwiddie
and offensive line-
man Scott Huff
and Rob Vian
were also includ-
ed this season on
the first team All-
WAC list.
Receiver Billy
Wingfield, defen-
sive end Ryan
Nelson, linebacker
Chauncey Ako
and cornerback
Gabe Franklin were all
named to the second team.
It was the first time a
WAC school has swept all
three major postseason
awards (offensive,
defensive and
coach) in one sea-
. son since
Wyoming back in
1988.
Boise State fin-
ished its regular
season with an 11-
1 record and a
Humanitarian
Bowl bid.
In the local
bowl, the Broncos
will take on the
Iow~ State Cyclones (7-6)
from the Big XII Conference,
Dec. 31 at 10 a.m.
The Boise State
football team was
rewarded for its
outstanding year
with postseason
awards from the
Western Athletic
Conference over
the weekend.
Head Coach
Dan Hawkins
was named WAC Coach of
the Year in only his second
season at the helm for Boise
State.
Shortly after receiving the
-award, Hawkins
agreed to a new
five-year contract
that will keep
him in Boise
through the 2007
season.
Hawkins' base
salary will be
$300,000 with
another $150,000
available with
extra incentives.
Hawkins cur-
rent salary is
nearly $150,000. .
The new deal is the high-
est overall contract in state
history, however the
increase is an accumulation
from boosters
and. other private
funds.
Hawkins'
Broncos are 19-5
over the past two
seasons. This
year the team
went 8-0 en rout
to its first WAC
Championship.
The Broncos
are currently
ranked 15th in
the latest
ESPN/USA Today coaches'
poll and 18th in the
Associated Press media poll.
The Broncos have also
Brock Forsey
.WAC Offensive
Player of
the Year
Quintin Mikell
WAC Defensive
Player of the Year
orts •
Sports Editor
Phil Dailey
. Phone:
345·8204 xl03
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Brock Forsey led the nation this season with 29 touchdowns .
Arbiter !lIe photo.
----- All-WAC First Team
Defense
DL-"Nick Burley, Fresno State,
Sr.
Dl.-Iason Stewart, Fresno State,
Sr.
DL-"Brandon Green, Rice, Sr.
DL-Sam Rayburn, Tulsa, Sr.
LB-Pisa Tinoisamoa, Hawai'i, Sr.
LB-Curtis Randall, Louisiana
Tech, Sr.
LB-"Vic Viloria, SMU, Sr.
DB-"Quintin Mikell, Boise State,
Sr.
DB-Cameron Worrell, Fresno
State, Sr. .
DB-Hyrum Peters, Hawai'i, Jr.
DB-D.]. Walker, UTEP, Sr.
Specialists
PK-"Asen Asparuhov, Fresno
State, Sr.
P-Mat McBriar, Hawai'i, Sr.
ST-Cody Cardwell, SMU, Sr.
"2001 First Team All WAC
Hawkins agrees to new deal,.Broncos honored
Offense
WR-Justin Colbert, Hawai'i, Sr.
WR-Nate Burleson, Nevada, Sr.
WR-Charles Pauley, San Jose
State, Sr.
OL-Scott Huff, Boise State, Sr.
OL-Rob Vian, Boise State, Sr.
OL-Joe Schey, Fresno State, Sr.
OL-Vince Manuwai, Hawai'i, Sr.
OL-"Damian Lavergne,
Louisiana Tech, Sr.
QB-Ryan Dinwiddie, Boise State,
Jr.
RB-"BrockForsey, Boise State, Sr.
RB-Joe Smith, Louisiana Tech, Sr.
8NnCIHDlpi
Men beat Thunderbirds,
extend winning streak to
four games .
Jay Collins' 3-point shot
rimmed out at the buzzer as
Boise State held on to beat
Southern Utah 73-71 in
Cedar City Saturday night in
the Broncos first road game
of the year. Southern Utah
has won 87.8 percent of their
games in the 5,300 seat
Centrum.
Collins' miss came after
C], Williams missed the sec-
ond of two free throws with
4.4 seconds to play. Williams
had hit three straight free
throws in the final 23 sec-
onds of the game.
Four players scored in
double figures for the
Broncos (4-1) who play at
Wyoming tonight in
Laramie.
Aaron Haynes led the way
.with a career-high 20 points.
Jason Ellis and Williams
chil?,ped in 14 points each,
while Booker Nabors had 12
points in his first significant
action of the season after a
pair of summer knee surg-
eries.
Ellis added a game-high
eight rebounds, while
Williams had five assists.
Collins led Southern Utah
(2-3) with 15 points and
seven assists.
The Broncos return home
to to take on Eastern
Washington on Dec. 18.
Women roll over Vandals
-Bronco Sports Information
The Boise State women's
basketball team defeated
Idaho Saturday night, 58-51.
The Broncos now play
Eastern Washington in
Cheney tonight.
The Vandals came out
strong in the first half, but
the Broncos took control in
the second period. Freshman
point-guard Lynnette
Grondin scored 16. points
and was a perfect 8-of-8 from
the free throw line to lead the
Broncos. Junior Mandy
Welch followed with 12
points. Junior Camille
Woodfield led in rebounding .
with eight boards. Freshman
Jamie Hawkins grabbed
seven rebounds to follow
Woodfield.
_.arbiteronline.com
Idaho Wi1S led hy Heather
Thoelke who had 22 points
and eight rebounds in her
first game for the Vandals.
Boise State shot 39 percent
from the floor (15-39), 50 per-
cent from three-point range
(7-14) and 84 percent from
the free throw line (21-25).
Idaho shot 33 percent from'
the floor (17-51), 25 percent
from three-point range (3-12)
and 67 percent from the free.
throw line (14-21). '
The Broncos won the bat-
tle of the boards with 34 to
the Vandals' 29. Boise State
had 12 assists, 25 turnovers,
two blocks and 16 steals. The
Vandals had 10 assists, 22
turnovers and three blocks.
-Bronco Sports lnjormaiion
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Refurbished ski
and 'snowboard
clubs want you
By Aaron Barton
The Arbiter ------
While waiting in antici-
pation for snow to fly,
note that it's not too late to
get involved with Boise
State's winter sports
clubs.
With a Ski Racing Club
that has tripled in size and
a fresh new snowboard-
ing organization, there's
ample opportunity to stay
off the couch during the
colder months.
The Ski Racing Club
has grown from ifs mere
three or four members last
season to its current roster
of 12.The club offers prac-
tices five days a week up
at Bogus Basin, and stu-
dents can earn one credit
hour for completing the
painstaking task of Skiing
at least two of the five
practice days each week.
The racing club will
partake in several inter-
collegiate competitions
this year, where the squad
will compete with Doth
club and varsity teams
from multiple schools.
Races are currently
planned for Mt Spokane,
Mt. Hood, S-weitzer
Mountain, and Brundage
Mountain. A regional
competition will take
place toward the end of
the season in Steamboat,
CO, for the top ten of the
thirteen schools Boise
State will be competing
against.
Although the emphasis
of this club is education in
ski racing and techniques,
members are not required
to take part in the compe-
titions. 'The club is open
for those wishing to mere-
ly gain some racing
instruction and train with
the team.
To aid in the offsetting
of expenses for dues and
trips, the club has been
conducting fundraisers as
well as acquiring dona-
tions and sponsorships
from area businesses.
Entering his fifth sea-
son as head coach with the
squad, Larry Duke will be
attending all of' the prac-
tices and races to instruct
and assist with the organi-
zation of the club.
For information on get-
ting involved with the'Ski
Racing Club, contact club
president Hannah Stauts
at 713-9497 or vice presi-
dent Jill Mendenhall at
861-4120.
After a couple seasons
of mass disorganization
and little or no fund rais-
ing, the old snowboarding
club has been abolished to
make room for the
Freeride Snowboard and
Ski Club. This new entity
will be geared more
towards providing an out-
let for skiers ana riders
looking to increase their
skills and have a group of
others to work with.
Practices will take place at
Bogus Basin at least once a
week.
Intercollegiate contests
will not be a part of this
organization. However,
members will be able to
take part in the Newt arid
Haro1d's 'Triple Hit
Series' competitions at
Bogus Basin, aswell as the
Brundage Mountain com-
petitions. According to
club president COi}'Pajor,
there s an end of fhe sea-
son trip to Mt. Bachelor in
the works as well ..
All levels of ability are
encouraged to come out
for the club . .All that's
needed is a "dedication to
snowboarding," say's
Pajor. Those wanting to
join or obtain more infor-
mation can visit the booth
that will be set up this
week in the quad, or con-
tact Cory Pajorat
426-7140 . or
corypajor@boisestate.edu.
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-Iohnson expected. to take trip toN.Y.
By Dick Jerardi
Knight Ridder Newspapers _
Like all greats, sportsmanship retires to obscurity
Athletes win judgment in secret porn video scam
Larry Johnson carried
Michigan State tacklers into
the end zone. He cut back to
avoid them. He ran away
from them.
If he had been allowed to
keep running in his final
game at Beaver Stadium
Saturday, Johnson might
have set records that nobody
could even imagine.
There was, however, no
point. The point had been
made. Imaginations had
been activated.
The Penn State tailback
had rushed for 279 yards on
just 19 carries. He had aver-
aged 14.7 yards per carry.
There were still 2 l.t2minutes
left in the first half. His team
led} 48-0.
Penn State (9-3, 5-3 Big
Ten) eventually would win,
61-7. Johnson would come
back onto the field twice
more, but get no more car-
ries. None was necessary.
He had finished the regu-
lar season with 2,015 rush-
ing yards, just the ninth
player in Division I-A histo-
ry to hit that magic mark.
Heading into the Jan. 1
Capital One Bowl in
Orlando, johnson's 8.02
yards per carry is the best in
I-A history. .
Before he plays in Florida,
Johnson should have a date
in New York on Dec. 14. He
is just about a cinch to be a
By Jeff Miller
Knight Ridder Newspapers --
Michael Jordan does it and
makes Page 1, in print as
bold as it is big. Dan Marino
does it and an entire league
stops to listen to his words.
Charles Barkley does it and
they give him his own noisy
TV show.
Yet, the most significant
retirement in the history of
sports happens, and there is
silence, the development not
making the tiniest of
newsprint, the stuff even
wasted on things like person-
nel moves in the AHL.
We're talking about the
retirement of an old, worn-
out hero: The retirement of
.sportsmanship.
He's gone now, as gone as
Joe DiMaggio, as spent as
George Steinbrenner's mil-
lions, as outdated as a can of
New Coke.
I
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By Rebecca Blatt
Daily Pelll/sylvaniau
(U. Pennsylvattia) ----
(U-WIRE) When most ath-
letes change clothes in the
locker room after a long
practice or a tough game,
they never imagine that their
naked bodies are being
caught on camera. .
But that's exactly what
happened to .several
University of Pennsylvama
athletes sometime between
1996 . and 1998. And last
week, the former students
were each awarded $11 mil-
lion in compensatory and
punitive damages.
The students were filmed
finalist for the Heisman
Trophy. Johnson seemed
unmoved by it all.
"The way I look at foot-
ball is a little different than
what most people do,"
Johnson said. "To me, it's
like war. If I shoot some-
body in a war, I'm not going
to jump up and down and
say, 'Hey, I got him.' "
Johnson scored four
touchdowns. He blasted in
from 11 yards twice. He
used nearly the entire field
on a 78-yard tour de force.
And he concluded. his after-
noon by running 38 yards
with a football as fast as
most running backs will run
the 40 at the NFL combine.
"He's like a man playing
against boys out there right
now," Penn State coach Joe
Paterno said.
All five of the Lions' sec-
ond-quarter TDs came in-the
end zone in front of the stu-
dent section. Bryant
Johnson, the terrific senior
wideout, scored' once on a
long punt return and once
on a long catch. LJ got the
other three.
Johnson leads Colorado's
Chris Brown by 271 yards as
he tries to become the Lions'
first rushing champ. Brown
faces Nebraska Friday and Larry Johnson leads the nation in rushing yards with 2,015 this season.
Oklahoma in the Big 12 -
championship game. For the 1,396 yards, averaging near-
first time, bowl games will ly a first down every time he
count in statistical records. ran the ball. He averaged a
In his final six games, record 8.8 yards per carry in
Larry Johnson rushed for conference games. He was
It no longer is enough to
simply beat a team on a
scoreboard; you also have to
drop that scoreboard on
them like a piano. You have
to pound your opponent into
a pile, then rub their noses in
it. You have to embarrass,
taunt and ridicule.
Just accept it, OK? He's
gone and not coming back.
Wi! haven't exactly evolved
to this point, but we certainly
have advanced here, the
whole .way flexing and
shouting and pulling back
our jersey to expose our glo-
rious, warrior heart. So there
is no choice but to embrace
this new place, even if it feels
a little like hugging a burn-
ing cactus. There's being old
school, then there's being just
old, understand?
Cheer Warren Sapp for
hospitalizing a man with an
unnecessary, ' cheap-but-per-
fectly-Iegal hit. Dance with
by cameras hidden in a
shower of a University ath-
letic facility. Clips from these
films were spliced together
and sold as pornographic
videos with titles like Straight
off the Mat. In addition, por-
tions of the videos were
shown on the Internet to-
coax viewers into purchasing
them.
The' Penn students were
nol the only victims of the
pornographic scam, howev-
er. The students' attorney,
Cindy Fluxgold, represented
a total of 46 student athletes
filmed in locker rooms across
the country between 1995
and 1999.
Fluxgold ~aid all of the
UM's. punt team after it kicks
defeated Syracuse in the gut
by not kicking at all, a trick
play even the opposing coach
praised as "good prepara-
tion." Thump your chest
along with Kenyon Martin as
his New Jersey Nets throw
alley-oop passes off the back-
board in an absurdly easy
rout of Denver.
This is the norm now, the
standard response. If any of
these images disturb you, let
go of the feelings. Grow up.
Join us in today. Get a grip
on your fragile emotions.
Better yet, get a grip on
someone else's fragile emo-
tions. Then squeeze them
silly. ,
The beauty is that as chest-
pokers and grave-dancers we
are blameless. You see, taunt-
ing is what sells, which
makes it acceptable. In
videos. In music. In every-
thing XBox. Therefore, these
students were either football
players or wrestlers but
would not specify which
Penn team the scam
involved.
The federal court's judg-
ment came on the grounds
that the production of the
tapes was an invasion of pri-
vacy.
"If ever there was an inva-
sion of privacy, it's when
you're being filmed naked
without your knowledge,
and then the film is being
sold worldwide over the
Internet without your per-
mission," Fluxgold said.
Fluxgold explained that in
each. of the cases, cameras
had been planted in places
the first Big Ten player ever
to rush for 2,000 yards in the
regular season. He had 20
rushing touchdowns. He set
the school season record for
same actionsare justified in a
world that isn't animated.
Better still, it is now a fact
that if you don't want to be
laughed at, if you don't want
to have defeat wiggled in
your face like Kyle Turley's
middle finger, you should do
something about it on the
field. And if you don't pre-
vent it, well Mr. Loser, you
deserve whatever brash fla-
vor of disrespect is shoved
sideways down your throat.
Now that's perfect, huh?
We can show up anybody we
want by doing anything we
want and it's their fault. The
only thing better than being
able to act free of responsibil-
ity is being able to act freely
because someone else is
responsible.
In truth, we're playing
catch-up in this game. Others
figured out the joy in demor--
alizing the beaten long ago.
Think Terrell Owens and his
like gym bags and showers.
Additionally, some cameras
had been held manually and
moved around.
Fluxgofd added that the
footage focused especially on
frontal nudity and included
athletes weighing in, urinat-
ing, showering and slapping
each other.
The scam was uncovered
in 1999 by a student who rec-
ognized one of his friends in
an online clip according to
Fluxgold. At that point about
30 students filed a civil suit
against the video distributors
New Yeors
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receptions (39) and receiving
yards (341) by a running
back. He put up numbers
that, in a year with no clear-
cut Heisman favorite, may
be just what voters are 1001<-
ing for when they sit down
with their ballots.
Sharpie pen were outra-
geous? Please. Take Karnau
Peterson, a wide receiver for
Calgary in the CFL. After
scoring a clinching fourth-
quarter touchdown this sea-
son, he laid down and aimed
an imaginary remote control
at the JumboTron, pretend-
ing to turn it off. Peterson
and his teammates weren't
plea seq, however, against
Edmonton in another game,
when several Eskimo players
celebrated a score by pre-
tending to dig a grave for
their opponents.
This sort of behavior used
to be considered a lack of
class. Now, it's a ticket to
SportsCenter, which has
become as coveted a destina-
tion for our pro athletes as
even Atlanta's finest strip
clubs.
Yes, we have a ways to go,
but we are moving quickly in
the right direction, with
every prance after points,
with every postgame hand
that goes unshaken, with
every late punt fake run by-a
team that has outscored that
particular opponent 134-7 in
three games.
Sportsmanship had a dis-
tinguished career, right up to
the point where he wasn't
distinguished anymore. Will
he be missed? Do you miss
the laces on a basketball?
Manual' scoreboards?
Helmets without facemasks?
We move on and everything
improves as we do, right?
Sportsmanship walked
away sad and defeated, but
who really cares? We don't
have time to mourn him. At
least not when it's so much
easier to mock him.
and the Internet servers who
hosted their Web sites.
The court eventually
decided that the servers
could not be held account-
able because of regulations
granting them immunity.
According to Fluxgold,
servers are not liable for
material present on the Web
sites of their customers.
However, the court did
hold eight companies and
three i~dividuals account-
.able.
The ruling was considered
a "default judgment"
because none of the defen-
dants chose to appear in
court.
Regardless, all of the com-
panies and the individuals
will have to pay a total of
$506 million in damages and
legal fees.
Fluxgold said she was
pleased with the judgment.
"This was the number we
had asked the court for, and
the court awarded it to us,"
she said.
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"The biggest difference
between [my personal work
and this] is th~ other people
that are involved," Westover
said.
"With working on some-
thing like this I have a lot of
input' and a lot of help and
I'm really reliant on other
peoples skills and expertise,
where as with my own work
it's just me, my skills that are
going into it. It makes it per-
haps less complicated, but
equally rewarding."
The artist's own work is a
completely different animal
in scale, time and material.
Westover says that this
sculpture differs in that it
will be a permanent piece;
her own work tends to be
less permanent.
"I was using natural ele-
ments in my own work, like
carrots, and printing onto
carrots and they only last
three weeks. But here I'm
focusing on building some-
thing that's going to last as
long as possible, hopefully,"
she said.
Despite the differences
between creating public and
private art, Westover also
cites the similarity between
the works, the biggest one
being the way in which she
goes about being inspired
and actually deSIgning the
piece. .
"It's the same as how I
would do my own work, like
research and trying to find a
thread that I'm interested in
or inspired by, from some
kind of issue, some kind of
circumstance that I'm wanti-
ng to go forward with and
then everything comes back
to that," she said.
Westover's overwhelming
feeling about completing of
the project is one of excite-
ment.
"I hope that people enjoy
the historical aspect of it,
because I really wanted to
bring to light the history of
our city, because I think it's a
rich history, I think it's very
beautiful, 'and I love those
old photographs. I tried to
incorporate all that," she
said.
readily provided. The sculp-
ture will have historical
information routed onto the
aluminum. The text, style
and scroll match what would
have been used in the 1800s.
Westover silk-screened dis-
torted photographs onto
acrylic panels, which fit
inside the circles.
The panels will be backlit
with green neon,' creating
ghostly ~mages that glow in
the evenmg.,,-----
By Kate Roberson
The Arbiter ------
Boise State graduate and
Basic Design T.A. Amy
Westover has been laboring
over her public art/iece for
several months, an now, as
the year draws to a close, her
project nears completion.
The sculpture, tentatively
slated to be aedicated in mid-
January, is a site-specific
piece to be installed at 9th
and Grove Streets.
The sculpture, which is
large enough to walk
through, will be paired with
location and landscape
design to create a unique
addition to the downtown
scene.
The piece is composed of
three Circles made. of alu-
minum,", acrylic and neon,
each divided at a different
point and. set in the ground. '
Manhole covers built from
iron and cast glass will be
placed. on the grt?und r1;1n-
ning 111 a straight I1I1e
through the loose tunnel that
the sculpture forms, which
reads "BOISE CANAL" ,
The idea of the Canal
became Westover's inspira-
tion for designing the sculp-
ture to come,
"When Grove Street was a
wealthy neighborhood [in
the 1800s] it had a canal that
ran along the street on the
north side, and big water
wheels were placed every
fifty to a hundred feet ana
lifted water to irrigate the big
estates," said Westover.
"The water wheel at C.W.
Moore Park on 5th Street, the
origi;1al site of the Moore
mansion, is the last of these
water wheels in Boise, Not
only W3S [the canal] a big
part of establishing the city
... but it's running under-
ground right through the
middle of the site,"
The city wanted a histori-
cal piece, which Westover
..
Bridging thegap betweenthe past and
the present is really
what I'm trying to
do, but through the
essence of the canal
and focusing on that
historical aspect of
our city.
_. Amy Westover
------:--, ,
"Bridging the gap
between the past and the pre-
sent is really what I'm trying
to do, but through the
essence of the canal and
focusing on that historical
aspect of our city," she said.
In addition to 'the canal,
Westover's inspiration came
.from the Idaho State
Historical Library located
downtown, where she spent
considerable lime research-
ing Grove Street, looking at
photos to see what Boise was
prior to the urban renewal
craze in the 70s, which tore
everything down.
"As I was looking through
the photographs, it really
struck me ... how beautiful It
was and what a loss that
we've suffered from not pre-
serving these buildings," she
said.
Westover was selected for
the project based on her port-
folio and interviews, after
which she set about research-
ing and developing the
sculpture along With a team
of designers.
- .}
Photo by Kolly Dny, The Arbiter.
Aniy Westover contemplates the finishing of her project.
Fort Hazel releases 'Swallowed by Machinery'
included such artists as Built
To Spill and Deerhoof.
. Fort Hazel itself isn't what
you might call a traditional
label. For the most part, they
work with bands down in
Kashirnunji, their recording
studio. They leave the pro-
motional side of the music
business up to the bands
themselves.
As far as future releases,
Fort Hazel is considering
putting out a collection of
early recordmgsby alt-coun-
try sensation Ryan Adams.
Also on the horizon is a
new CD from Lowbelly, ten-
tatively titled The Letter L.
Lowbelly is one of Fort
Hazel's house bands and is a
constantly evolving project.
Tomorrow night Fort
Hazel will be hosting a
record-release party for
Swallowed by Machinery at
J.D. and Friends.
The $5 fee will get you in
for a show and a copy of the
disk. The show will feature
Lowbelly, Mayer Force One,
Jeremy From Boise and some
special guests.
from Germany.
When choosing the music,
Miller said he looked for "a
wide mix of people taking
music to a different level ...
approaching music [more] as
art less than something to get
people on the dance floor or
tune into their radio."
"I just like putting out
music to expose people to
new things. I rarely put out
music that I don't like, but I
like diverse enough music
that I think I can find some-
thing for everyone," Miller
said.
Miller encourages anyone
recording themselves to send
in music for the compilation
series. They listen to all sub-
missions and consider the
recordings for different pro-
jects. They can be found on
the web at
www.forthazel.com.
As a whole, the Swallowed
by Machinery series is based
around the concept of getting
unreleased material together
and then making unique,
handmade covers for each
one.
Swallowed by Machinery
alone has a thousand differ-
ent covers. The series has
Local musicians
bring worldwide
bands together
By Robert Seal
The Arbiter --' -----
In 1995, local mUSICIans
Tristan Andreas and jeremy
Miller took a handful of their
four-track recordings and
made a compilation for some
friends. They named the pro-
ject Fort Hazel Smorgasbord,
inspired by their fort-like
apartment off of Hazel.
Later, when their band
Fury 3 was. releasing its
album, they decided that the
name would look better on a
label, and Fort Hazel Magic
was born.
Fury 3 may no longer
exist, but after dropping the
Magic in 2000, Fort Hazel is
still here, delivering new
music.
One of their newest releas-
es, Swallowed /jy Machinery
Volllllle Three, is a compila-
tion of 17 songs.
Contributing artists range
from local talent to bands
from across the country. The
album even features a band
We'll help you get your college degree. The Army
National Guard offers you the Montgomery GI Bill,
Tuition Assistance as well as extra state benefits.
Most Guard members serve one weekend a month.
and two weeks a year. Go to college and still have
time for a life. In the Army
National Guard, YOU CAN!
Call SFC Rick Simmons
at 422-3817
I-BOO.GO.GUARD • www.I·BOO·GO·GUARD.com
You have the desire and the drive to make it to the
top. In the Army National Guard, you learn skills that
are critical to leading a team through difficult situa- .
tions. Most Guard members serve one weekend a
month and two weeks a year, leaving you with plenty
of time for school, friends and family.Join our team
and learn to lead. In the Army
National Guard, YOU CAN.
Call SFC Tom Blagburn
at 422-3767
I.BOO.GO·GUARD • wwW.I·BOO·GO·GUARD.com
./ .
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By Greg Kot
ClticagoTribunc -----
History tells us it's high
time for a wake-up call, a
blast of state-of-the-nation
rage 'n' roll from the worlds
of rock and rap. .
The headlines lately have
been nothing but trouble:
War brewing with Iraq.
Terrorism on the rise.
Economy in a tailspin. ,
And social and political
unrest traditionally trans-
lates into more substantive
music, if not outright protest
songs in the tradition of Neil
Young's Ohio or
Grandmaster Flash and the
Furious Five's The Message.
But so far, the rock-rap
political commentary has
been more of a ripple than a
wave.
Make no mistake: A num-
ber of pointed songs ques-
tioning American policy and
addressing the news outside
the margins of CNN head-
lines have emerged from
more than just the.usual sus-
pects, yet the pop charts are
still crammed' with music
(Christina Aguilera,
Eminern, Faith Hill) that
isn't all that different from
the escapist fare that com-
manded consumers' atten-
tion two years ago, when the
economy was sailing along
and the World Trade Center
still towered over the
Manhattan skyline. '
It's not so much that
protest songs aren't still
being written, said Pearl
Jam's Eddie Vedder. It's
more a matter of just how
many people are paying
attention. .
For -artists and record
labels, there is little comrner-
cial incentive to.create music
of greater substance, he said.
The only topical album in
recent months to break
through to a wide audience
has been Bruce
Springsteen's The Rising, a
relativelyuncontroversial
statement on post-Sept. 11
mourning that has sold
more than 2 million copies
after a massive multimedia
publicity campaign.
"People primarily use
music to escape," Vedder
said.
"That isn't going to
change. Sales have a lot to
do with what gets people in
the music industry excited,
and that has overwhelmed
any instinct to improve the
content. The industry is still
in a girls-just-wanna-have-
fun phase."
The pop mainstream is
coming off several years of
mostly vapid music, in
which teen-pop performers
and self-obsessed rap and
metal acts catered to the
most heavily marketed
group of young people in
history: the 71million young
people born between 1977
and 1994.
Now, with Americans
facing the prospect of war in
the Middle East and contin-
uing threats of terrorist
destruction at home, the'
most am.bitious so~gw.riters
are startmg to weigh m on
far more substantive sub-
jects.
Springsteen is less politi-
cally bold on his recent
album, The Rising
(Columbia), preferring to
stake out a universal middle
ground that addresses
themes of loss,' grief and
healing in the aftermath' of
the terrorist bombings. _
But he's been speaking
Diversions
In the increasingly out-
landish chain of events, Vitti
tries a number of short-lived
"civilian" jobs before becom-
ing consultant on "Little
Caesar," a television series
about organized crime.
Meanwhile, Dr. Sobel
fluctuates between trying to
care for Vitti and coming to
terms with the demise of an
unloved parent.
The screenplay flounders
under the weight of too
many storylines. To use pop-
psych vernacular, the
movie's many plots never
achieve a sense of closure.
Under Ramis' adequate
but uninspired direction, the
large supporting cast
responds with mixed
results. In a tiny role as Dr.
Sobel's wife, Lisa Kudrow
appears to be in a consistent
out on his world tour, pref-
acing his oft-misinterpreted
1984 protest anthem Born ill
the USA by lamenting that
the Bush administration has
run "roughshod over our
civil liberties" and caution-
ing, "It's never served this
country well to rush into
war."
His remarks were greeted
with scattered boos in
Chicago and other cities. A
handful of people who
attended Springsteen's
Chicago show e-mailed me
to say how offended they
were by Springsteen's
"inappropriate" remarks.
"He should shut up 'about
things he knows nothing
about," one wrote.
H nothing else, the reac-
tion to Springsteen's
remarks illustrates the risk
involved for any artist who
doesn't tow the mainstream
line in what is still a sensi-
tive time for many
Americans caught in Sept.
11 fallout.
"Politics in our country is
considered a luxury many of
us can't afford," said
Springsteen's longtime E
Street Band sidekick Steve
Van Zandt.
"That's somebody' else's
job. Most families are kept
busy working two jobs, hav-
ing kids; they don't have
tiine to pay attention. It's
important to at least bring
some of it up. In that brief
sentence or two, Bruce is
suggesting: let's pay atten-
tion, because next thing you
.know we're going to be in a
war and people are going to
die; and just because it's not
me or you, it could be our
friends or families."
It's a notion seconded by
the Boston rapper Mr. Lif,
Take advantage of Boise's
economic lull for a,great deal!
" KAT photo by Phillip V, CarusojWamer Bros.
Billy Crystal (left) and Robert DeNiro star in Warner Bros. Pictures' and Village Roadshow Pictures' comedy
Analyze That. '
When analyzed, 'That' can't match 'This'
By Philip Wuntch By now, his comedic
The Dallas Morning News -- scowls and boisterous blus-
tering are funny, but farnil-
Robert De Niro, Billy iar. Viewers get the,idea that
Crystal and director Harold they're watching him audi-
Ramis may curse the day The tion for a movie version of
Soprano« was born. All in the Family.
Their current venture, Once again, Crystal plays
Analyze That, a continuation psychiatrist Ben Sobel.
of 1999's Allalyze This, bene- - When first seen, Dr. Sobel is
fits from the De preparing to speak at the
Niro/Crystal bonhomie and funeral of his father, a psy-
several sharp one-liners. chotherapist loved by every-
But the film is never as one but his family.
pungent, clever or resonant [ust as the surviving
as HBO's inspection of the Sobel is about to eulogize,a
angst-filled baggage that cell phone rings and, in a
comes with organized crime. cute sight gag, everyone at
Attempting to recapture the service checks to see if
the electricity of Al1alyze This it's theirs. .
was possibly futile. That film The call is from Sing-Sing
was released three years Prison, where mob boss Paul
ago, when the idea of De Vitti (De Niro) fakes a ner-
Niro making merry was still vous breakdown and is
a novelty. released in Dr. Sobel's care.
Few are raising voices for protest music
Apartment Under $5001
Beautiful-2Br/2Ba
14 minutes or use nearby bus
Call fellow student, Kathy,for the scoopl
-853~5362"CeI1283-0079
- and understandable - foul
mood.
Cathy Moriarty-Gentile,
billed simply as Cathy
Moriarty in her Raging Bull
days, nimbly goes through
the motions of an under-
world godmother, while Joe
Viterelli's mobster is a walk-
ing sight gag.
Don't be surprised if one
day Allalyze That turns up on
a movie trivia show as the
flick in which De Niro sings
a West Side Story medley.
He commits this misdeed
in Sing-Sing in order to
prove that he's going
bananas. His singing voice is
horrifyingly funny, and
that's probably, the one thing
everyone Will remember
from Allalyze That.
a.k.a Jeffrey Haynes.
On the track "Home of
the Brave" from his recent
EP Emergencu Rations
(Definitive [ux), Lif harshly
questions American foreign
policy in the wake of Sept.
II.
"Here's what your histo-
ry books won't
show/You're a dead man
for (expletive) with
American dough," he
rapped.
Haynes debuted the song
a few months ago in lower
. Manhattan, only blocks
from the World Trade
Center site.
"I was wondering what
would happen - am I gonna
catch a beat-down tonight?"
he said.
"But surprisingly
enough, a lot of people
know we are being fed
truckloads of bull by our
government, or at least just
want to hear a different per-
spective. There is a fear in
this country right now about
making a radical statement
of any kind, but I felt I need-
. ed to respond in some way
to, the propaganda generat-
ed since 9,-11 to justify the
war on Afghanistan."
-.'~US~dgenerany 9~a."cast
...-..__ --------'-- tone. ' '
Heaven isn't,a ·light-
the scnptforHeaven hearted romp and 'won't
was written by the late let you go without consid:-
Polish fih:ninaker. Kryaztof 'eringseveraI ethical, soci-'
Kieslowski as the first part eta! and even, xnetaphysi-
of a trilogy planned before cal issues. But while it
his death in 1996. ' doesn't hand-feed. you, it
, Tom Tykwer(Run Lola isn't difficult to watch,
Run, The Princess, and The unless subtitles are a prob-
Warrior), whotook up thelem.
challenge of directing the The plot:dev~lop.ment
,film; 'stays .faithful to is fairly straightforWard,
Kieslowski's legacy. ' the pacing ,is 'fairly quick
C<l~'Blanchett, (Lordol (though nowhere near
Th'eRings;Elizabeth), stars that of Run Lola Run)md
'as ,l'hillppa, a woman there is a : substantial
,whose attempt -to 'kill a 'amount of action and sus-
drug .dealer has had pense.
severe unintended conse- Visually, the' Italian
quences; architecture and land-
During her interroga- scapes are given a 'lot of
tion by the corrupt Italian attention, providing us
P9lice,she encounters an with views of the impres-
honest and sympathetic sively claustrophobic
soul in a young officer grandeur of Torino and
(Giovanni Ribisi) who the idyllic rolling country-
understands her sense of side. Cate Blanchett is also
justice. ' highly attractive with .and
Predictably, a kind of without hair.
romance ensues, but a Though lengthening
very cold and delicate one, the film might have hurt it
removed from, typical commercially, .flI1d
Hollywood passion. Tykwer was working with
Ribisi, who might seem a fixed plot, some of the
an odd choice for an artsy themes· and characters'
European film with his backgrounds might have
roles, in U.5. films like been expanded UpOI\;
Gone in 60 Seconds, is Filippo's motivations
notable as the multifac- are implied but are still
eted Filippo, who is confi- too vague, and we are
dent and ingenious, but unable to grasp a com-
thoroughly, almost boy- plete sense of his identity.
ishly naive, idealistic and _ Still, Kieslowski has,
kind. from beyond the grave,
Blanchett's perfor- remained adept at depict-
mance is compelling as ing deep, but strangely
well, getting the most out detached and imperfect
of her dark, emotionally human connections
complex role, even with a , brought on by odd and
script that is the opposite difficult situations.
of verbose. Heauen is a highly pes-
The dialogue, partially simistic, yet ultimately
owing to the language romantic film with some
barrier between the two of the most magically inti-
main characters, is sparse, mate scenes you'll see this
but what is said is somber year.
and important. 'This adds
much to the movie's sen-
KNOCK 'EM DEAD
DINNER THEATRE
presents
FROM US
TO YOU
A Christmas variety
show for all ages
Thurs, Fri & Sat
December 6 - 21
Thursdays are Student and Senior Nights with
discounted ticket prices!
Student Rush Special: Ten minutes before show
time, tickets will be sold at 1/2 price to students
who have 10 card. $6.50 on Thursdays at 6:50 pm
and $8.50 on Fridays & Saturdays at 7:50 pm.~~
Dinner/Show Tickets available through Select-a-Seat,
Knock 'em Dead Dinner Theatre, 333 South 9th Street, Boise
I
Interested illgoing on
a group trip to Europe?
It's cheap! Contact
Amber 484-6556,
Lisa 713-0516
Afghan & American
Student Association
Just starting. Would
like new members of
all cultures. Call Yama
322-0453
Lost Wed. Ring lO/l1
on Greenbelt N. of
Towers Dorm. White
Gold, 3 stones.
426-1133 msg.
Wanted: Women's
Neoprene or Insulated
Waders 869-4909
NEED A PHOTOG-
RAPHER?
Engagement, wed-
dings, family,. . . .
quinceaneras, portraits
Call Porters .
Photography 863-5967
\\'WW.portersphotos.com
Drummer & bass play-
er wanted for estab-
lished Boise band, to
play original music
338-5260
Exciting Political
Organizing Internship:
Help rid Idaho's elec-
tions of special interest
money! Grassroots
Organizer,
Communications
Coordinator, Money in
Politics Researcher.
8/ hrs 385-0260 or
info@ idahoansforfair-
lections.org
ASTROLOGY CLUB
Searching for people
interested in astrology.
Call Kif Ewing
433-0151
e Sororities e Clubs
e Student Groups
eFraternities
Eam 5100()..$200) this semester with
a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundl'ilisin8 event. Our
programs make lundnising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
dares are filing quickly, 50 get
with the program! Itworks.
Contact CampusFundraiser
at {888}923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJirnrrapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walkingdistancefromsub
1025 Li1colnAve ~[)837aj
"Ask aboutourBSU discount"
Iil 'Unity
Custom Ceremonies
• weddings, unions &. more
• coordinating, planning,
consulting services
··day spa services
1500 S. Orchard440·4622
Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 5 Days
from $299! Includes
Most Meals, Parties!
Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Panama City
Boardwalk Beach
Resort From $199!
springbreaktraveI.com
1"800-678-6386
www.unitywcddings.com
94 Ford Ranger XLT
ext. cab 6 cyI. 130,000
miles runs perfect
$4400 aBO 323-8919
1989 Mazda B2600i
xcab new brakes, bat-
tery, & tires, shell, tow
pkg. cd bed liner $3350
888-4525
Table saw 8 1/4" SKIL
$40 On cabinetwith
wheels lots of blades
and attachments
888-4525
BED-Queen PiIlowtof
Mattress Set. New-stil
in plastic, with warran-
ty. Value $699. Sell
$159. Can deliver
866-7476
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question
of the week, then submit your
answer to
con[cst(~)arbilcronlinc.col11. The
correct answer will be printed in
the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded
with two entries for the monthly
drawing - if you were wrong.
your answer will be passed around
:J;~Jr[ii~~g$1!;En'~~~;}!Sg~~~l~t::fiiilf~J.I;r~]E25~Q.·.··•.';L
All c-mails must include an
answer (preferably a correct
one), your name, address and a
phone number-so we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will be
notified by email or mail. along
with an announcement in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Pril-C
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16th Finals Relief issue.
Contest runs09/09102 though
12112102.
95 Ford Explorer XLT
$7800 See it online @
boiseusedautos.com
426-7372
Wedding Dress Size 8
Cathedral Length
Train, Ivory, Lots of
Detail, Will sell for
$350 832-5352
Okay. okay - if you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-mail to
contcst@arbitcmnlinc.com with
the correct answer, and you'll be
rewarded with one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so
persistent!
, Look for thls \leek's.
; question on Jll:. 3:·
All winners will be selected by a
random drawing of eligible enllies. All
entries contuining the correct answer
will be entered into a grand prize
d'olwing, 10 be held at the rnd of the
semester. No purchase necessary. All
priles will be awarded. Grand prize
will be onc semester of f~e books. tn
be provi(led by the BSU Bookstore.
Used books will be provided where
available. This nffer is void where
prohihited or restricted hy federal,
Slate, or local laws. Employees of The
Arbiter, the nsu Student Union. their
families and government employees
are nol eligible. Applicable taxes are
the sole responsibility of the winners.
DILBERT~
1995 Ford Taurus P /L
P /W, Great Running
Car, Call Andy at
794-6801
87 Ford Escort Auto
Transmission, Power
Steering and it runs
$650 Call Chris
343-9580
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand new in pkg.
Value $499 Sacrifice
$125. Call 866-7476
97 Volkswagen Golf
5spd sunroof, 4D
hatchback, new brakes
& tires $5500 aBO
841-8116
3 piece wall U11iteach
section approx. 3 .
ft.x1.5 ft.x6.5 ft. $100
Contact 375-4836
1990 Ford F150 4x4 ext
cab short box new
wheels 3 inch lift $5250
Call Matt 463-9228
1966 CJ5 Jeep 33"
Tires, Lifted, Runs
Good $2800 aBO
288-5597
,tit
k:
1 bedroom apartment
for rent $375/ month .
In North End Call
429-6820
F Roommate Wanted
$300/ mo. Close to
BSU,2/BR
Townhouse, Available
Now! 571-3126
~
FREE UTILmESI
FREE CABLE TVI
, " .
$325/ MONTH
l"""" 1/'"
Prlvata Uvlag Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amennles
Furnished & Unfurnished
"VERGREEN SUIT£S 384-1600
Roommate Wanted
4BR Fiat, $310 includes
Utilities, W /0, 3
Blocks from BSUI 344-
0098
Room for rent
In 3bd /2ba House
with Hot Tub! $265 +
1/3utiI
Call Ami 424-0132
2bd 2ba mobile home
close to BSU in nice
family park. $17;900
Call Lee @371-7219
Room for rent
11/2 bath home
$4oo/mo util. incl.
Walk to BSU Call 571-
3126
Female roommate
wanted $290/mo 3bd
2ba apt. Close to BSU
cover parking & amen
395-7021
-it
Need Extra Cash
No exp necessary
P/TorF/T
Cali 573-3287
Need 35 people to lose
50-100 Ibs. Safe.
Dr. Recommended.
Natural 93~766 .
Campus Visit Assistant
$7/hi',15-20hrs/wk
Min. req. Soph. w/2.5
GPA App. Deadline
5pm Dec 11. Diane or
Niki 426-1820
Bartending positions
available in the Boise
Area up to $200 / shift
no eXf necessary will
train -800-BARTEND
(227-8363)
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-1884
ext. 435
I NEED HELPI
Will make $500-1000
PT $1500-4K FT Call
toll free 888-236-6037
fun2workathome.org
Flexible
Schedule
ACROSS
1 Wanderer
6 Highland boy
9 Sword handles
14 San Antonio
landmark
15 Anger
16 Bathsheba's
husband
17 Bear in the NFL
Hall of Fame
19 African snake
20 Uniform
21 Extra, extra
helpings
23 _ voyage!
24 _ Moines
25 Taken care of
26 Reserve
27 Does the
butterfly
29 Pueblo people
31 Superlatively
tangy
33 Import
dishor-eslly
37 Kitchen knife
38 Lucy's best
friend
39 Small carpet
42 WWllcraft
44 Malden or Marx
45 Doughnut
centers
46 Donations to the
poor
49 Fats of music
51 T.Turner
channel .
54 Bronx cheer
55 Of rodents
56 African
succulent
57 Small antelope
59 Repetitious
61 Remove bridles
62 letter following
zeta
63 Putter's surface
64 Youngadults
65 Draft letters
66 Ahead of time
DOWN
1 Called
2 Papeye's honey
3 Confirms
4 Prayer
conclusion
We need customer
service reps.
20·40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Crossword
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-
3985 ext 223
BroncoJobs• • .... '1.".
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at bttp:1I
career.bolsestate.edu
89 Honda Prelude SI
123K AT, AC, PW, CD,
sunroof $3300 aBO
440-2716
...:..------- ' 1986 Honda Fat Cat
Crib/Matt Great Condo Excellent condition
$150. Stereo Cab. Oak, low hours $2500 Call
$50, Chiropractic Matt 463-9228
Rolling Table $75
672-1303
Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black Taurus say what's on le0ur sy you've long cher- You can multiply your'
Triblme Media Services (April 20-May 20) mind, even if eathers ished could come true. levels o~roduction.
_ Today is a 5 _ are ruffled. This is Lookin' good! Alone? ot hardly!
Today's Birthdah . Limitations prevent good.(Dec. 9). You've ad you from doing exactly Scorpio Aquarius
just about enou~h of what you'd like to do, Leo (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
~utting up wit 1." but that just makes the (July 23-Aug. 22) _ Today is a 5 _ To the _ Today is a 9 _ You
ou're ready to do game more interesting. Todilhi is an 8 You naked e~e, it may . can get10ur message
whatever's necessary And right now the don't t ink you have appear t at you're sit- across 1 you perse- .
to make your life easi- game is all about to do it all personally, ting perfectly still. But vere. If rou can't find a
er and more satisfying. procuring abundance. do ~ou? You'll accom- you're actually think- way, as a friend
Yes, you will have to plis more by sharing mg, and waiting for who's good at thinking
learn a few new skills. Gemini the work, and it's a lot . the perfect time to outside the box.
It'll be fun when (;OU (May 21-June 21) more fun that way. make your move _
start getting resu ts. _ Today is ;1.n8 _ which will be tomor- Pisces
To get the advantaj;e,
Something unusual Virgo row. Be prepared. (Feb ..19-March 20)
from far away could be (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Sagittarius
_ Today is a 5 _ If you
check the day's rating: just the thing you're _ Today is a :; _ The . stop and think about
10 is the easiest day, 0 after. You'll find it in a orders are coming in (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) it, you can fix just
the most challenging. favorite place. Check fast and furious. _ Today is an 8 _ You about anythin~. The
there a~ain, even if There's not much time may have to hit the problem is fin ing the
Aries bou've ooked there for conversation, but books in order to keep time, so t~ to think
(March 21-ApriI19) efore. rou can sneak in a few up with the others. about it w li1e you're
_ Today is a 9 _ If you ind words. They'll be Don't feel dumb. doing something else.
want to make changes, Cancer much appreciated. Actually, that's pretty Don't stop.
start now. Follow a (June 22-July 22) smart.
friend's sUl1gestion _ Today is a 6 _ Have Libra (c) 2002, TRIBUNE
and go far er than you noticed lately that (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Capricorn MEDIA SERVICES
bou've ever lione you've stopped minc- _ Today is a 10 _ (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) INC.
efore. You' make it mg words and beating Recent discoveries _ Today is a 6 _ The Distributed by Knight
back, but you won't be around the bush? open up new possibiIi- game is to work Ridder /Tribune
the same. You're more willing to ties. A romantic fanta- smarter, not harder. Information Services.
..f'\Y .MAGNETIC-CANCEL-
LATIoN WHEEL WILL
CREATE UNLIf'\ITED
fREE ENERGY.
6UWAHAHA\H
I WILL USE THIS
TECHNOLOGY TO
RULE THE WORLD!!!
\//
:~ ..,_ ..... . .
f'\Y OREAf'\ WAS TO'
SOf'\EOAY OECOf'\POSE
AND BECOf'\E fOSSIL·
fUEL:
...._-----_......::~_....I!! ....__ ..;;;:... ..;.;;;;.;.....I
Eg
~o
~.
'-3
i
Uf'\ ...
ITS NOT
-YOURS.
BUT DILBERTS
CRUEL INVENTION
WILL MAKE FUEL .
UNNECESSARY. NOW
f'\Y LIfE HAS
NO PURPOSE!
\..
..
" YOU CAN
. BE f'\Y
DISPOSABLE
EVIL
LACKEY.
WHAT
TIf'\E ARE
YOU GOING
TO BED?
Christmas Cash
Marketing Compo
expanding. We need 3
sharp indo to train.
Flex. hrs. Call 284-9901
Evening .
Telecounselors
$6.25/hr M-Th
3hrs/eve. Min Req.
Soph.w /2.5 gpa Call
Norma 426-1401
Personalities!!
Earn top $ w / Health
& Wellness Company
Seeking FT /PT
Call 794-2653
Mother's helper want-
ed in Eagle M-F 7:30
am - 1:30 pm. Must
provide transportation
& references Call for
details eve after 7pm
938·5133
Campus tour guide for
New Student Info
Center Hours will
vary, $7/hr. Min req:
soph w/2.5 GPA Call
426-1820
Cl2002 Tribune MedIa ServiOeao Inc
Alrtgh'.~ .
Movie Extras/Models
Needed Earn up to
$250-450/Day!! No
experience necessary.
Call Now for immedi-
ate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x1054
I- 1- I
CAN?
\. Solutions5 Pentagon grp.6 Most limber
7 Alan or Adam
8 Shortages
9 Buzzes
10 lyricist
Gershwin
11 Intermediate
state
12 Societal no-no
13 Knee-ankle
connection
18 List components
22 Tragic destiny
25 _Leone
26 Largest piggy?
28 ~nfllcts
30 Southwestern
dwelling
31 Fatfarm
32 Sculling
instrument
34 More horrifiC
35 Tennis do-over
36.Ernle of the PGA
40 Language of
.Pakistan
41 Exults
/
Gino's Gelato Pizzeria
Experience Waitpeople
for evening Call 331-
0475 or Apply in per-
son
NOW.'
HIRING
Account Executives
• great part
time work
• good earning
....potential
'·n,exible hours
.Iworld
" lence"
1.~.·-:llitlKi"i' iH~·i· . .
Personals
Couple seeking to
adopt baby. Married
11 yrs. Both college
grads. Free
counseling you & your
family. babyseekers@
netscape.net
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42 Barnum's·first
name
43 Skin cream
:46 In the vicinity
47 Michaels of
"SNl"
48 Watered silk
50 Fielders' gloves
52 Of a new kind
53 Itsy-bitsy
55 Russ. lets
5a Gillette shaver
58 Open container
60 Historical epoch
..~
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